
Final Exam for Data Mining (Fall of 2008)Instrutor: Kyuseok Shim
1. Consider the following market basket database. Assume we have the minimum support of 3 transations.Transation ID Transation1 (a; ; d; f; i;m; p)2 (a; b; ; f;m)3 (a; b; i)4 (b; ; f; p)5 (a; ; e; f; p;m)� Find all frequent itemsets whose size is at least 3 using FP-growth algorithm ran for the above se-quene data. Show the detailed steps. [25 pts.℄SOL: First, �nd 1-frequent items and sort them based on their frequeny. Then we have the following list.Item Supporta 4 4f 4b 3m 3p 3Using this list, remove unfrequent items and sort the remaining items for eah transation from the givendata. Then, we have the following. TID Itemset1 a,,f,m,p2 a,,f,b,m3 a,b4 ,f,b,p5 a,,f,m,pSine we want to �nd the frequent itemsets whose length is at least 3, remove the third transation andderease the frequeny of a and b. Then, b beomes unfrequent item and thus remove b from the dataset.Then we have the following list and the dataset.Item Support 4f 4a 3m 3p 3TID Itemset1 ,f,a,m,p2 ,f,a,m4 ,f,p5 ,f,a,m,p1



Using this dataset, produe FP-tree.

p:2m:3a:3 p:1�� TTf:4:4
Then, generate p-onditional database and its FP-tree.TID Itemset1 ,f,a,m:24 ,f:1

f:3:3Note that a andm are pruned beause they are not frequent. Sine this FP-tree's height is exatly 2, we angenerate one frequent itemset f; f; pg whose length-3 and whih ontains p. Then, go bak to the originalFP-tree.Now, we generatem-onditional FP-tree, then we have
a:3f:3:3Sine this FP-tree is a single path, we do not need any further reursive generation of FP-tree from this FP-tree andwe an generate 4 frequent itemset whose length is at least 3 andwhih ontainsm, f; f; a;mg; f; f;mg; f; a;mgand ff; a;mg.Then, we generate a-onditional FP-tree. f:3:3Sine this FP-tree's height is exatly 2, we an generate one frequent itemset f; f; ag whose length-3 andwhih ontains a.Finally, for the items,  and f , we do not need FP-tree for them beause the heights of their FP-tree is atmost 2.Overall, we found 6 frequent itemsets, f; f; pg; f; f; a;mg; f; f;mg; f; a;mg; ff; a;mg, and f; f; ag.2



2. Suppose that we have the following two time series and we want to minimize the sum of L2 errors for themusing only 4 Haar wavelet oef�ients.Sequene ID Time series1 < 1; 2; 3; 4 >2 < 1; 4; 7; 10 >� Show whih oef�ients you selet and desribe the reason. [10 pts.℄SOL: If we ompute Haar wavelet oef�ients, we get the following two olletions, W1 and W2.Wavelet ID Normalized Haar Wavelet Coef�ientsW1 5;�2;�0:5p2;�0:5p2W2 11;�6;�1:5p2;�1:5p2If we hoose the oef�ients with the largest absolute value, L2 error is minimized by Parseval's theorem.Thus, we have to selet 5 inW1 and 11, -6 and -1.5*p2 inW2.3. Consider the following database. Point(1,1)(1,2)(2,1)(5,5)(5,6)(6,6)� For threshold � = 2 and branhing fator L = 2, show the detailed steps of the pre-lustering phaseof BIRCH algorithm using L2 distane. [20 pts.℄SOL: We san the given dataset and �nd a CF-tree, i.e. pre-luster them. First, we read (1,1) and itbeomes one leaf node. Sine (1,2) is within 2 from (1,1), it is absorbed and beomes (1,1.5). (2,1) isalso within 2 from (1,1.5), they are merged to (4/3,4/3). Sine (5,5) is out of within 2 from (4/3,4/3),it beomes a new entry. Sine (5,6) is within 2 from (5,5), they are merged and they are representedas (5,5.5) and then sine (6,6) is within 2 from (5,5.5), they are also merged to (16/3,17/3). Sine thebranhing fator is 2, they all are ontained in one leaf node.� Show the detailed steps of CURE algorithm to �nd 2 lusters for the above data where the number ofrepresentatives  = 2 and the shrinking fator � = 0:5. [25 pts.℄SOL: First, all points are individual lusters. Then, we repeat to �nd a pair of the losest lusters andmerge them. (1,1) and (1,2), and (5,6) and (6,6) are the losest lusters' pairs and so we merge theminto 2 lusters. Then, (2,1) is merged to the luster whih onsists of (1,1) and (1,2). At this time,sine we have 3 points in one luster, we have to hoose 2 representatives. Sine the enter is (4/3,4/3) and (1,2) or (2,1) is the farthest from the enter, we arbitrary hoose (1,2) and a representativeis (0.5, 1) by the shrinking fator of 0.5. Then, among the remaining two points, (2,1) is hosen andanother representative shrinks to (1, 0.5) sine it is farther from (1,2) than (1,1). Finally, sine thelosest pair is the luster of (5,5) and the luster with (5,6) and (6,6), they beome one luster and wefound 2 lusters.4. Consider the following database. We want to ompress it using Fasile. Assume the error toleranes are2, 10 and 0 for attributes A, B and C, respetively.A B C10 100 bad11 101 bad11 99 good21 101 good14 102 good19 101 good3



� Find 2-D fasiles using single-k algorithm where k is 2. Show the detailed steps. [10 pts.℄SOL: First, we read the �rst reord whih beomes a 2-D tipset. Then, read the seond reord andompare the �rst reord. Sine all three attribute values are within error toleranes, we still have 2-Dtipset. Then, if we read the third reord, we �nd the third attribute value is out of error tolerane butwe still have a 2-D tipset beause the �rst and seond attribute values are ompat. The forth reordeventually makes the urrent onsidering tipset to 1-D and thus the forth one should be a new 2-Dtipset and the �rst 3 reords onsist of one 2-D fasile whih we found until now.The next 2 further reords ontribute the new 2-D tipset and thus it beomes another 2-D fasilewhose ompat attributes are B and C.Now, we found two 2-D fasiles and �nally maximize both fasiles by one more san. Sine thethird reord has the similar values whih are within error tolerane from the seond 2-D fasile, theseond fasile ontains the last 4 reords.� Using these 2-D fasiles, represent the given data as a ompressed form. Show the detailed steps.[10 pts.℄SOL:Now, we have two 2-D fasiles, the one onsists of the �rst 3 reords and its ompat attributesare A and B. The other one is omposed of the last 4 reords and its ompat attributes are B and C.By greedy seletion, we �rst selet the seond fasile sine its overage, 4 � 2, is larger than theother's overage, 3� 2. Then, we selet the �rst one and so the �rst 2 reords are overed by the �rstfasile and the last 4 reords are overed by the seond one.Thus, we an represent the dataset as the following ompressed form.Fasile ID Values1 A:10.5, B:100.52 B:100.75, C:goodFasilesFasile ID Remaining Values1 bad1 bad2 112 212 142 19Compressed dataset
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